Automotive: what are the challenges for new technologies?
The requirements flow chain for microelectronics as well as for intelligent power electronics that is
intended to be used for future e‐mobility, infotainment and autonomous driving applications is changing
in the same way as the whole automotive industry is in a transformation process. From a business
perspective, the car becomes a product that integrates all possible variants of complex semiconductor
based functions with makes it an attractive object for seed funding of even wider targets (e.g. AI) within
various other industry sectors.
From a functional perspective, many hardware (incl. architecture) related requirements will need to
follow new SW based requirements. From a HW/SW maintenance, security, reliability and cost
perspective the automotive industry now requires high performance, low power and resilience capable
(fail operational) robust technologies. Of course, this relates to chip, but as well also to corresponding
construction and connections technologies (assembly) that interfere with automotive load scenarios. An
obvious challenge for automotive is the semiconductor/assembly technology focused mass volume
target product specification and its deviation from corresponding automotive specs. However,
transparency about these deviations already opens cost effective compensation and technology
enhancement opportunities.
This discussion group will strike a dialogue to focus on leading‐edge technologies verification,
validation and qualification approaches in order to also conclude on necessary change and extension
scenarios (technology readiness process) to adapt those approaches to new technology generations as
well as to corresponding application fields. General and application specific technology capability
enhancement options will be discussed. For those that are interested to actively participate in the
discussion group it should be noted that although ‘automotive requirements’ are behind this discussion,
the ‘solutions space’ and methodology options is assumed to be of general nature and are in principle
applicable to various high demanding industries as the automation industry, aviation and military.
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behavior of polymers in semiconductors, especially from a reliability perspective; product
testing for performance and quality using various functional sockets; qualification
strategies for various semiconductor usage approaches. His current focus is both
understanding the usage of semiconductors in the IOT space, especially automotive
industry, and ensuring the products needed for these evolving markets are capable of
meeting customer's computational and quality and reliability needs.
Shalabh holds a MSc in Chemistry from University of Pittsburgh & a Ph.D in Polymer
Science & Engineer from University of Massachusetts, Amherst. He has published several
technical articles in peer reviewed journals and holds a few patents.
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